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Tribute to the memory ofMr./sWltld Dyne Taylor-Xama:ra.
Perma.nent RepnsentatfJ1e ofSierra LeoM to tbe Unifed
Natkms

1. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanlslr): It is
with deep regret that we have just heard of the sudden
death on Saturday, 13 April, of Mr.lsmael Byne Taylar
Kamara, the Permanent Representative of Sierra Leone to
the United Nations. This is a great loss to this Organization.
In memory of Mr. Taylor·Kaman, J invite representatives
to stand and observe a minute of silence.

The representatives observed a minute ofsilence.

2. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Span.Wt): On
behalf of the Assembly may [ request the delegation of
Sierra Leone to be good enough to transmit oUt con
dolences to the Government and the family of the late
Mr. TayJor-Kamara?

Address by Mr. Moktor Ould Doddah,
President of the lsltmric Republic ofMaurltrmia

3. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): On
behalC of the General Assembly, it is an honour for me to
welcome and to introduce His Excellency Mr. Molctar Quid
Daddah, President of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania. I
now invite President QuJd Oaddah to address the Assembly.

4. Mr. OULD DADDAH (President of the IslamlcRepub
lic of Mauritania) (interpretation from French): Fint of all,
I am gratified that this special sewon of the General
Assembly of the United Nations is being held. Surely
nobody in the world can better deal with the problems that
appear on the agenda of this special lelSion thtn this
AssemblY because these problems are of such deep concern
to all nations and call for decisive and UJtCnt solutions. For
anyone pronouncing the words "raw materials and develop
mentU-which are the theme of the present session-not
only. sums up problems that confront the third world in its
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efforts to emerge from its backwardness, but also speaks of
the economy of the needy countries and the relationship
that governs the exchanges between the third world and the
developed countries.

s. Who can overlook-who dares overlook? -the especial
importance of raw materia.ls for the industrialized nations?
I would say that this question, as far as we are concerned, is
a crucial one Crom all standpoints. It is so, fust of all,
because in the present state of our economies, it is only the
resources lying in our soil, under our soil and in the seas,
which we are Corced to sen in their raw form, that can offer
us any posslbility of supplying owselves with the diverse
needs that our existence calls for. We depend on these
resources fully, and any economic take-offmust depend on
them.

6. It is also because we live in wretchedness, in hunger, in
disease and ignorance, which are the lot of our peoples, that
wereall.z.e that we have no othe.r rocourse than these natural
resources wbich wec:annot fully transform at home and
which therefore must be sent elsewhere in order to ensure
the evolution of oUt economy. But anyone who speaks of
th.e tran£fonnatlon of raw matedals as it stands at present
raises at leart two problems whose inlenction brings out
the caWleS of the marginality and the extreme fragility of
the ecooomies of the third world. These problems are, as
we all. know, the constant deteriontion of the price ofraw
materials and the exponential rise of the prices of manu·
factured goods.

7. But I started by taI.Id:ng of the cost of raw materials.

8. The crucial problem for us, who have not as yet
mastered industrial technology, who cruelly lack capital,
IItId who can only count on raw materials that we produce
in order to meet practically all ournceds, the problem is to
1a:low whether the inteltlational community can helplessly
watch the constant deterioration of the terms of trade
instead of, with the necessary urgency, set up the mach1n·
erythat can 8'Uarantee our future.

9. For if on. coffee, cocoa, copper, iron, phosphates,
ground-nuts orcotto>n, and other commodities, are basic for
the industrW.iz;od countries, from all standpoints they are
vital for us, tho 9OuntOes wh.lch are as yet not industrial
ized. They am all the more vital since we are forced by the
lndustrWiz:od nations to purchase. at prices that constantly
break through eeilJn.gs, the manufactured goods that those
countries resell to us; they arbitrarily set prices that the
9IOakncssof our economies, the requirements and the
outward.-looldng structures of aur market, added to the
urgency of our needs, do not allow us to ensure that our
1ogIthnat:e interests will prevail and be respected. In the past
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true instruments of our own

18. I have said that we should like to be full-fledged
partners in the co-operation to be established and not
constantly those who ask for assistance. For this reason it is
obvious that the assistance given us cannot be truly used or
useful unless, first, it fits perfectly within the framework of
our own choices and priorities and is not tied to any
political or military conditions and, secondly, unless the
economic and financial conditions attached to it are more
favourable to us than those that in most cases we are given
today.

19. If there is generous assistance, although it is only a
drop in the bucket compared with our needs and paten·
tialities for development, there is also assistance meted out
with an eye-dropper, sometimes tied to all sorts of
restrictive conditions that quickly-all too quickly-negate
any benefits. Then there is also the assistance that seems
often designed only to increase the appetite dangerously.

20. There is also that other fonn of assistance, if one can
call it that, that comes as subsidies given to us under various
headings, as if to lull us while our resources are being
exhausted.

21. There is, fInally, a group that wishes to sell the idea-a
completely wrong idea-that the assistance given us is given
out of a spirit of philanthropy, that it is unilateral
assistance-not to call it charity.

22. For all these reasons, I say that assistance must be
studied from the basis of its motivations, of its structure, of
its volume and the conditions surrounding it, in order under
better conditions to redress the errors and establish the
bases for sound and viable co-operation.

23. We hope that it is not too late to do so; but we have
tremendous fears that the wealthy countries may corn·
placently watch us suffer. In fact proof has been given that,
with a mere part of the incommensurable amounts that are
today devoted to items-I will not say '1uxury items", since
to some these expenditures are in some way useful, even
though to us, in view of the living conditions of our
peoples, they seem to be luxury items-such as sophisti
cated weapons and increasing the colossal stockpile of
weapons, today, if the rich countries wish really to help us
wipe out the scourges of famine, disease and ignorance,
then there is no doubt that the third world would not be in
the situation in which it fmds itself today.

24. It is for these reasons that we have had to sweep away
more than one pipe dream. It is for these reasons that we
can no longer let our natural resources evaporate due to
circumstances beyond our control. It is for these reasons
that we call for a reassessment of the prices of raw materials
as an absolute necessity.

26. This restructuring having been accepted and set under
way, there will be only advantages in co-operation at all

25. If, as we hope, there are those who wish to help us,
then we tell them that it can only be on the basis of an
entire restructuring of the aid machinery.

and even more dramatically in the present, we have been allow us to become the
forced to absorb a world inflation, whose effects on their development.
own economies the wealthy countries have constantly
deplored, but their economies are immeasurably stronger
than ours.

10. The fragility of economies, subject to the hazards of
nature, to the hazards of research that is costly in capital,
technology, and material means-research that we are
unable to undertake and that very often can be developed
only in strict accordance with the needs of the industrial
ized countries-and also to the hazards of climatic or simply
meteorological changes, no longer needs to be proved.

11. In the light of these facts, we can survive-because for
us it is a question of sUrvival-only if a full-bodied
reconstruction of the relations between the industrialized
and the under·developed nations takes place. The basic
change that is required is fIrst of all that the industrialized
countries respect the sovereignty of our under-developed
nations over our natural resources. We cannot be indifferent
or complacent over the exploitation of our raw materials in
obedience to outside needs which, when all is said and
done, do not even take into account our own develop
mental projections.

12. Discussions have been taking place for many years to
redress the tenns of trade. Yet, we cannot really rely on the
wealthy nations since they have always refused to accept
the principle of the stabilization, at remunerative prices, of
our exports, because of the galloping inflation that they
impose upon us, and since these countries, too, seem unable
or unwilling to give up the reciprocity clauses in customs
and tax matters. It is these clauses that deprive us of any
prospect of real industrialization, and. on the contrary,
seem to condemn us eternally to be the reservoirs of cheap
raw materials and cheap labour in order to ensure markets
for the manufactured goods which the industrialized
nations monopolize, from transport to distribution.

13. These are facts.

14. Therefore, these facts must force us to want to be the
sole sovereigns of our resources. Yet, this must not be read
as a challenge to the industrialized nations or an obstacle to
their welfare. We certainly are not challenging their
legitimate interests, for we are the first to recognize that
they have the same right, in full sovereignty, to dispose of
their resources-which they have always done of their own
accord-and also because, we uphold the need to set up
close international co-operation based on lasting and solid
foundations.

IS. However, for that co-operation to be a reality, or for it
merely to exist, real partners are required, partners that
recognize one another"s sovereign rights and in the first
place, the sovereign right to exist.

16. It is that right that we seek to establish when we try to
abolish the unequal relations that today govern inter.
national life, and as a consequence we endeavour to do
away with the marginality to which, deliberately or not, we
have been relegated.

17. Therefore it is obvious that the only effective and true
assistance that can be given us is still assistance that will
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levels and in all fields with all peace-loving nations on the
basis of the most generous promotion of mutual interests.

27. We are especially hospitable to such C<Kl peration since
we have always been among those who are the wannest
partisans of in temational solid.arity, which has become
now, more than ever before in history, a vital necessity.

28. But this fraternal solidarity to which we aspire with all
our hearts, because of its very universality, requires a
decolonization of all the unequal relations that exist among
nations. This fraternal solidarity thus calls for an ending (If
all types of domination which weigh so heavily on so many
parts of the third world. Need I, in this regard, recall our
duty to stand as one with the Palestinian people, who strive
to recover their legitimate national rights, usurped from
them by zionism, which continues to occupy illegally so
many territories of other Arab States?

29. We also have an imperative need to help abolish the
system of domination and exploitation that the racist white
minorities impose on the peoples of South Africa, Namibia
and Zimbabwe.

30. It is an equally urgent need to recognize fully the
independence of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau and to help
put an end to the aggression that Portugal is waging against
that State. Thus also we are impelled to try to lead Portugal
to free Angola and Mozambique.

31. We also trust that Spain will understand the need to
decolonize the Saha.ra speedily and in accordance with the
resolutions of the United Nations and the conclusions of
the conferences of Nouadhiboul and Agadir.2

32. In Cambodia and Viet-Nam our profound hope is that
the peoples of those countries that are waging a heroic
struggle for their independence wUl finally ensure the
triumph of their just causes.

33. We are stin fully convinced that the disappearance of
the economic and political injustices that today gravely
vitiate international relations is not only the sine quo non
for true solidarity but that it will itself carry the seed! of
inunense fraternity and peace In the world and set in
motion a great current of progress to the benefit of all
mankind.

34. Such is our conviction and this is why we place such
hope in this special session, which we sincerely trust will be
able to give suffering mankind something more than
beaup,ful resolutions: namely, a true plan of action whieh,
properly administered, will be the only way to remedy the
difficulties from which we suffer and will attack the very
profound causes of these ills.

35. The conferences of Georgetown and Algiers held by
the non-aligned countries clearly diagnosed this di.sease, and
this was put before this lJCssion of the General Assembly

1Conference of the Roads of State of AlBeria. Mauritania and
Morocco. held at Nouadhlbou, Mauritania. from 14 to is Septem·
ber 1970.

:2 ConfertftCe of the Roads of State of AJ,gerla. Maurltanlaand
Morocco, held at Agadlr, Morocco, from 23 to 24 July 1973.

was clearly at the very opening by Mr. Boumediene,
President of the Council of the Revolution and the Council
of Ministers of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria
and also President in Office of the Conference of Heads of
State or Govenunent of Non·Aligned Countries f2208th
meeting}. President Boumedi~ne, at the same time, indi·
cated the concrete ways in which we could tackle both the
causes and the effects. My country, Mauritania, endorses
botn the diagnosis and the remedies prescribed and we
express the profound hope that tius General Assembly will
adopt them and that the Members of this Organization will
implement them.

36. The PRESIDENT (fllferpretation from Spanish): On
behalf of the General Assembly, r am very happy to express
my warmest thanks to His Excellency the President of the
Is:tamic Republic of Mauritania for his important statement.

AGENDA ITEM 7

Study of the problems.,1 raw materials
Dd development (rontfnued)

37. Mr. KISSINGER (United States of America): [ learned
only this moming of the untimely passing of the Pennanent
Representative of Sierra Leone, Ambassador Taylor
Kamara. I am unaware of Mr. Taylor-Kamara's distin
guished career as a civil servant, diplomat and parlia
mentarian. To the delegation of Sierra Leone, and indeed to
the entire African group at the United Nations, I offer my
profound condolences. The whole United Nations com
munity is made the poorer by Ambassador Taylor·Karnara's
pIluing.

38. We arc gathered here in a continuing venture to realize
mankind's hopes for a more prosperous, humane, just and
co-operative world. As Members of this Organization we are
pledged not only to free the worl d from the scourge of war,
but also to free mankind from the fear of hunger, poverty
and disease. The quest for justice and dignity, which flllds
expression in the economic and social Articles of the
United Nations Charter, has global meaning in an age of
iJutantaneous communication. Improving the quality of
hwnan life has become a universal political demand, a
technical possibility and a moral imperative.

39. We meet here ata moment when the wodd economy
& under severe stress. The energy crisis first dramatized its
fragility. But the issues transcend that particular crisis. Each
of the problems we face-of combating inflation and
stimulating growth, of feeding the hungry and lifting the
impoveri.shed j of the scarcity of phy~ca1 resources and the
surplus of desp:air-is part of m interrelated global problem.

40. Let us begin by diS(:.arding outdated generalities and
sterile slogans we have-all of us-lived with for so long.

41. The great issues of development can no longer
realistically be perceived in tenns of confrontation between
the "haves" and the '"have nots", or as a struggle over the
distribution of static weal th. Whatever our ideological belief
or IOcial structure, we are part of a single international
economic symm on which all of our national economic
objectives depend. No nation or bloc of nations can
unilaterally detennine the shape of the future.
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53. On behalf of President Nixon, I pledge the United
States to a major effort in support of development. My
country dedicates itself to this enterprise -because our
children-yours and ours-must not live in a world of brutal
inequality, because peace cannot be maintained unless all
share in its benefits and because America has never believed
that the values of justice, well-being and human dignity
could be realized by one nation alone.

54. We begin with the imperative of peace. The hopes of
development will be mocked if resources continue to be
consumed by an ever-increasin~ spiral of armaments. The
relaxation of tensions is thus in the world interest. No
nation can profit from confrontations that could culminate
in nuclear war. At the same time, the United States will
never seek stability at the expense of others. It strives for
the peace of co-operation, not the illusory tranquillity of
condominium.

55. But peace is more than the absence of war. It is
ennobled by making possible the realization of humane
aspirations. To this purpose this Assembly is dedicated.

56. Our goal cannot be reached by resolutions alone. It
must remain the subject of constant, unremitting efforts
over the years and decades ahead.

42 If the strong attempt to impose their views, they will national interest by contributing to the global interest. The
do' so at the cost of justice and thus provoke upheavaL If devel?ping nations can ~eet the aspirations of their peoples
the weak resort to pressure, they will do so at the risk of only In an open, expanding world ~conomy, where they can
world prosperity and thus provoke despair. expect to find larger markets, capital resources and support

for official assistance. The developed nations can convince
their people to contribute to that goal only in an
environment of political co~peration.

43. The organization of one group of countries as a bloc
will sooner or later produce the organization of potential
victims into a counter·bloc. The transfer of resources from
the developed to the developing nations-essential to all
hopes for progress-<:an only take place with the support of
the technologically advanced countries. Politics of pressure
and threats will undermine the domestic base of this
support. The danger of economic stagnation stimulates new
barriers to trade and the transfer of resources.

44. We in this Assembly must come to grips with the fact
of our interdependence.

45. The contemporary world can no longer be encom
passed in traditional stereotypes. The notion of the
northern rich and the southern poor has been shattered.
The world is composed not of two sets of interests but of
many: developed nations which are energy suppliers and
developing nations which are energy consumers; market
economies and non-market economies; capital providers
and capital recipients.

46. The world economy is a sensitive set of relationships
in which actions can easily set off a vicious spiral of
counteractions deeply affecting all countries, developing as
well as technologically advanced. Global inflation erodes
the capacity to import. A reduction in the rate of world
growth reduces export prospects. Exorbitantly high prices
lower consumption, spur alternative production and foster
the development of substitutes.

47. We are all engaged in a common enterprise. No nation
or group of nations can gain by pushing its claims beyond
the limits that sustain world economic growth. No one
benefits from basing progress on tests of strength.

48. For the fIrst time in history mankind has the technical
possibility to escape the scourges that used to be considered
inevitable. Global communication ensures that the thrust of
human aspirations becomes universal. Mankind insistently
identifies justice with the betterment of the human
condition. Thus, economics, technology and the sweep of
human values impose a recognition of our interdependence
and of the necessity of our collaboration.

49. Let us therefore resolve to act with both realism and
compassion to reach a new understanding of the human
condition.

50. On that understanding let us base a new relationship
which evokes the commitment of all nations because it
serves the interests of all peoples.

51. We can build ajust world only if we work together.

52. The fundamental challenge before this session is to
translate the acknowledgement of our common destiny into
a commitment to common action, to inspire developed and
developing nations alike to perceive and pursue their

57. In this spirit of describing the world as it is, I would
like to identify for this Assembly six problem areas which
in the view of the United States delegation must be solved
to spur both the world economy and world development. I
do so not with the attitude of presenting blue prints but of
defIning common tasks to whose solution the United States
herewith offers its whole·hearted co-operation.

58. First, a global economy requires an expanding supply
of energy at an eqUitable price.

59. No subject illustrates global interdependence more
emphatically than the field of energy. No nation has an
interest in prices that can set off an inflationary spiral
which in time reduces income for all. For example, the
price of fertilizer has risen in direct proportion to the price
of oil, putting it beyond the reach of many of the poorest
nations and thus contributing to world-wide food shortages.
A comprehension by both producers and consumers of each
other's needs is therefore essential: consumers must under·
stand the desires of the producers for higher levels of
income over the long-term future; producers must under·
stand that the recent rise in energy prices has placed a great
burden on all consumers, one virtually impossible fol' some
to bear.

60. All nations share an interest in agreeing on a level of
prices which contributes to an expanding world economy
and which can be sustained over the long term.
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71, Third. the global economy must achieve a balance
between food production and population growth and must
restore the capacity to meet food emergencies. A condition
in which 1,000 million people suffer from malnutrition is
consistent with no concept of justice.

70. For the first time in history it is technicaDy within our
grasp to relate the resources of this planet to man's needs.
The United States therefore urges that an international
group of experts, working closely with the United Nations
Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and Transport be
asked to undertake immediately a comprehensive survey of
the earth's non-renewable resources. This should include
the development of a global early warning system to
foreshadow impending surpl~ and scarcities.

69. In the long tenn, our hopes for world prosperity will
depend on our ability to discern the long~range patterns of
supply and demand and to forecast futwe imbalances so as
to avert dangerous cycles of surpaus and shortage,

72. Since 1%9 the global production of cereals has not
kept pace wiUt world demand. As a result, current reserves
are at their lowest level in 20 years. A significant crop
failure today is likely to produce a maJor disaster. A
protracted imbalance in food and population growth will
guarantee massive starvation-a moral catastrophe the world
commwtity cannot tolerate.

73, No nation can deal with this problem alone. Tht
developed nations must commit themselves to significant
assistance for food and population progranunes. The
developing nations must reduce the imbalance between
population and food which could jeopardize not only their
own progress but also the stability of the world.

74, The United States recognizes the responsibility of
leadership it bears by virtue of its extraordinary agricultural
productivity. Wc strongly support a global co-operative
effort to increase food production. 111i.s is why we:
prop<:lSed a World Food Conference at last year's session of
the ~nera1 Assembly.3

75. Looking toward that Conference. we have removed all
domestic restrictions on production, Our fanners have
vastly increased the acreage under cultivation and gathered
record harvest in 1973. The year 1974 promises to be even
better. If all nations make a similar effort, we believe the
recent rise in food prices will abate this year, as it has in
recent weeks.

76. The United States is determined to take additional
steps. Specifically, we are prepared to join with other

3 Sce OIflcW ReC(mJ;~ of the General Assembly, Twenty·eighth
Smlon. pt'Nlry MllEtin[z. 1114th meeting.

62. Such a programme cannot be achieved by any group
of countries. It must draw on the strength and meet the
needs of all nations in a new dialogue among producers and
consumers.

63. In such a dialogue the United States will take account,
serious account, of the concern of the producing countries
that the future of their peoples not depend on oil alone.
The United States is willing to help broaden ilie base of
their economies and to develop secure and diversifi,ed
sources of income. We are prepared to facilitate the transfer
of technology and to assist in industrialization. We will
accept substantial investment of the capital of oil producing
countries in the United States. We will support a greater
role for oil producers in international fmancial organiza
tions a.s well as an increase in their voting power.

64. Second, a healthy global economy reqUires that both
consumers and producel'$ escape from the cycle of raw
material surplus and shortage which threatens all our
economies.

65. The principles which apply to energy apply as well to
the general problem of raw materials. It is tempting to
think of cartels of raw material producers to negotiate for
higher prices. But such a course could have serious
consequences for all countries. Large price increases
coupled with production restrictions involve potential
disaster: global inflation followed by global recession, from
which no nation could escape.

67. Commodity producers will discover that they are by
no means insulated from tlte consequences of restrictions
on supply or the escalation of prices. A recession in the
industrial countries sharply reduces demand. Uneconomical
orices for raw materials accelerate the transition to alterna
tives. And as they pursue industrialization, raw materials
producers will ultimately pay for exorbitant commodity
prices by the increased costs of the goods they must
import.

68. Thus the optimwn price is one that can be maintained
over the longest period at the level that assures the highest

66. Moreover, resources are spread unevenly across the
globe. Some of the poorest nations have few natural
resources to export, and some of theriche:st nations are
major commodity producers.

61, The United States called the Washington Energy real income. Only through co-operation between conswnen
't\nference for one central purpose: to mo'YC urgently to and producers can such a price be determined, Such a
resolve the energy problem on the basis of e<rOperation co-operati'Ye effort must include urgent intemationa! con·
among all nations. The tasks we defined there can become a sideration of restrictions on incentives for the trade in
global agenda. Nations, particularly developed natioN, commodities. This issue. dealing with access to supply as
waste vast amounts of existing energy supplies. We need a well as access to markets, must receive high priority in the
new commitment to global conservation and to the more General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade /GA1Tj as we
efficient use of existing supplies. The oil producers them· seek to revise and modernize the rules and conditiolUl of
selves have noted that the demands of tills decade cannot intemational trade.
be met unless we expand available supplies. We need a
massive and co-operative effort to develop alternative
sources of fuels. The needs of future generations require
that we develop new and renewable sources of supply. In
this field, the developed nations can make a particularly
valuable contribution to our common goal of abundant
energy at reasonable cost.
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86. No hwnan activity is less national in character than
the field of science. No development effort offers more
hope than joint technical and scientific co-operation.

85. Fifth, in a global economy of physical scarcity, science
and technology are becoming our most precious resource.

87. Man's technical genius has given us labour-saving
technology, healthier populations, and the "green revolu
tion". But it has also produced a technology that consumes
resources at an ever-expanding rate; a population explosion
which presses against the earth's Unite living space; and an
agriculture increasingly dependent on the products of
industry.

88. Let us now apply science to the problems which
science has helped to create.

Governments in a major world-wide effort to rebuild food 84. The developed nations, too, have an obligation to
reserves. A central objective of the World Food Conference help. Despite the prospect of unprecedented payments
must be to restore the world's capacity to deal with famine. deficits, they must maintain their traditional programmes
We shal] assign priority in our aid programmes to help of assistance and expand them, if possible. Failure to do so
developing nations substantially raise their agricultural would penalize the lower-income countries twice. The
production. We hope to increase our assistance to such United States is committed to continue its progranune and
programmes from $258 million to $675 million this year. pledges its support for an early replenishment of the
We shall make a major effort to increase the quantity of International Development Assooiation. In addition. we are
food aid over the level we provided last year. preprared to consider with others what additional measure8

are required to mitigate the effect of commodity price rises
on the low·income countries least able to bear the burden.77. For countries living near the margin of starvation, even

a small reduction in yields can produce intolerable conse
quences. Thus the shortage of fertilizer and the steep rise in
its price is a problem of particular urgency-above all for
countries dependent on the new high-yield varieties of
grain. The first critical step is for all nations to utilize fully
existing capabilities. The United States is now operating its
fertilizer industry at near capacity. The United States is
ready to provide assistance to other nations to improve the
operation of plants and to make more effective use of
fertilizers.

78. But this will not be enough. Existing world-wide
capacity is clearly inadequate. The United States would be
prepared to offer its technological skills for the develop
ment of a new fertilizer industry in developing countries,
especially in oil-producing countries using the raw materials
and capital they uniquely possess.

79. We also urge the establishment of an international
fertilizer institute as part of a larger effort to focus
international action on two specific areas of research:
improving the effectiveness of chemical fertilizers, espec
ially in tropical agriculture, and new methods to produce
fertilizers from non-petroleum resources. The United States
will contribute facilities, technology and expertise to such
an undertaking.

89. To help meet the developing nations: two most
fundamental problems-unemployment and hunger-there
is an urgent need for fanning technologies that are both
productive and labour intensive. The United States is
prepared to contribute to international programmes to
develop and apply this technology.

90. The technology of birth control should be improved.

80. Fourth, a global economy under stress cannot allow
the poorest nations to be overwhelmed.

81. The debate between producers and consumers of raw
materi~s m~t not overlook that substantial part of
~umam!y which does not produce raw materials, grows
~uffi~le~t food. for its needs and has not adequately
mdus~nallzed. This group of nations, already at the margin
of eXlStence, has no recourse to pay the higher prices for
the fuel,.food and fertilizer imports on which their survival
depends.

82. Thus the people least able to afford it-a third of
mankind-are the ones most profoundly threatened by an
inflationary world economy. They face the despair' of
abandoned hopes for development and the threat of
starvatio.n. Their needs require our most urgent attention.
The nations assembled here in the name of justice cannot
stand idly by in the face of tragic consequences for which
many of them are partially responsible.

83. We welcome the steps the oil producers have already
taken towards applying their new surplus revenues to these
needs. The magnitude of the problem requires, and the
magnitude of their resources permits, a truly massive effort.

91. At current rates of growth, the world's need for
energy will more than triple by the end of this century. To
meet this challenge, the United States Government is
allocating $12,000 million for energy research and develop
ment over the next five years, and American private
industry will spend over $200,000 million to increase
energy supplies. We are prepared to apply the results of our
massive efforts to the massive needs of other nations.

92.. The poorest nations, already beset by man-made
disasters,have been threatened by a natural one: the
possibility of climatic changes in the monsoon belt and
perhaps throughout the world. The implications for global
food and population policies are ominous. The United
States proposes that the International Council of Scientific
Union and the World Meteorological Organization urgently
~vesti~te this problem and offer guidelines for immediate
mternational action.

93. .Sixth, the global economy requires a trade, monetary
and mvestment system that sustains industrial civilization
and stimulates growth.

94. Not since the 1930s has the economic system of the
world faced suoh a test. The disruption of the oil price rises;
the threat of global inflation; the cycle of contraction of
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exports and protectionist restrictions: the massive shift in for man's elementary well-being to the highest political
the world's financial flows; and the likely concentration of level. Our presence implies our recognition that a challenge
invested surplus oil revenue in a few countries ·"all threaten of this magnitude cannot be solved by a world fragmented
to smother the dreams of universal progress with stagnation into self-contained States or competing blocs.
and despair.

95. A new commitment is reqUired by both developed and
developing countries to an open trading system. a flexible
but stable monetary system I and a positive climate for the
free flow of resources, both public and priV"dte.

96. To this end the United States proposes that all nations
here pledge themselves to avoid trade and payments
restrictions in an effort to adjust to higher commodity
prices.

97. The United States is prepared to keep open its capital
markets so Ulat capital can be recycled to developing
countries hardest hit by the current crisis.

98. In the essential struggle to regain control oYer global
inflation, the United States is willing to join in an
international commitment to pursue responsible fiscal and
monetary policies.

99. To foster an open trading world the United States,
already the largest importer of the mlll1ufactures of
developing nations, is prepared to open its markets further
to these products. We shaIl work in the multilateral trade
negotiations to reduce tariff and non·tariff barriers on as
wide a front as possible.

100. In line with this approach we are urging our Congress
to autllOrize the generalized tariff preferences, which are of
such significance to developing countries.

10 I. A.ll too often, intemational gatherings end with
speeches med away and resolutions passed and forgotten.
We must not let this happen to the problem of develop
ment. The compex and urgent issues at hand will not yield
to rhetorical flourishes. Their resolution requires a sus
tained and detennined pursuit in the great family of United
Nations and other international organi7.ations that have the
broad competence to deal with them.

102. As President Nixon stated to this Assembly in 1969:

"Surely, if one lesson above all rings resoundingly
among the many shattered hopes in this world, it is that
good words are not a substitute for hard deeds, and noble
rhetoric is no guarantee of noble results."4

103. This Assembly should strengthen our comm.itment to
find cO<lperative solutions within the appropriate forums,
such as the World Bank. the International Monetary Fund
(lMF]. GATT, the World Food Conference and the World
Population Conference.

104. The United States commits itself to a wide·ranging
multilateral effort.

105. We gather here today because our economic and
moral chaHenges have become political challenges. Our
UJlprecedented agenda of global consultations in 1914
already implies a collective decision to elevate our concern

41bid., TwentY-fourth Sersion, PlenaI')! Meeting's, 115~lh meeting,
para. 45.

106. Our task now is to match our physical needs with our
political vision.

107. President Boumediene cite-d the Marshall Plan of a
quarter of a century ago as an example of the possibility of
mobilizing resources for development ends. But then the
driVing force was a shared sense ofpurp-ose, ofvnlues and of
destination. As yet we lack a compamble sense of purpose
..vi th respect to development. This is our flISt requirement.
Development requi.res above all a spirit of co-operation, a
belief that with all our differences we are part of a larger
community in which wealth is an obligation, resources a
trust, and joint acHon a necessity.

108. We need mutual respect for the aspirations of the
developing a.s wen as the concerns of the developed nations.
That is why the United States has supported the concept of
a Charter of the Economic Rights and Duties of States put
forwa.rd by President Echeverria of Mexico.

109. The latc President Radhakrishnan of India once
wrote,

''We are not the helpless tools of determinism. Though
hwnanity renews itself from the past, it is also developing
something new and unforeseen. Today we have to make a
new start with our minds and hearts."

110. The effort we make in the years to come is thus a
test of the freedom of the human sp'irit.

Ill. Let us affirm today that we are faced with a common
chal.lenge and can only meet it jointly. Let us candidly
acknowledge our different perspectives and then proceed to
build on what unites us.

112. Let us tran.sfonn the concept of world community
from a slogan into an attitude.

113. In this spirit let us be the masters of our common
fate so that history will record that this was the year that
mankind at last began to conquer its noblest and most
humane ch.allen.ge.

114. Mr. MALIK (Indonesia): Allow me first to express
tltesincere condolences of my delegation to the delegation
of Siem. Leone. and to its Government and its people on
the passing away of its Pennanent Representative,
Mr. Taylor-Kamara. Our feeling of sympathy also goes to
the entir& African group of States in the United Nations.

115. r should like to begin by paying a tribute to the
foresight and initiative of President Houarl Boumediene of
Algeria. .in requ~ting the convening of this special session
on the problems of mw materials and development. The
positive response toWs initiative of both developed and
developing countriet alike, as inter alia shown in the high
representation at this Assembly. is the best testimony of
th~ timeliness and urgent necessity of this session. His
statement at the start of our debate a few days ago has
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provided us with a penetrating and thought-provoking
expose of what to the majority of mankind appears to be
basically wrong with the world economic situation today.

116. It is indeed with a sense of special urgency that my
delegation has come to participate in the present delibera
tions.It has become all too commonplace for us to speak of
the growing interdependence among nations and of the
interconnexion of problems. But at no time have we been
made as acutely and dramatically aware of this truism as
today, in the face of the series of crises, upheavals and
violent fluctuations that is rocking the international eco
nomic and monetary system to its very foundations.

117. We have come to realize, as never before, the crucial
way in which the major problems of our time interact and
are inter-linked with one another. Problems of develop
ment, trade and the monetary system cannot be separated
from the larger issues of international security, peace, and
justice. They are further bound up in, and magnified by,
the problems ofmass poverty, population, food, energy and
dWindling natural resources. The dichotomy between rich
and poor, between industrially advanced and less developed
countries, must also be seen as one which pervades all those
questions.

118. It would not suffice. therefore, to try to shlgle out
one specific problem for possible solution in isolation from
the other problems. What is needed is a capacity to perceive
and to act upon the implications and possible avenues
towards realistic solution of the whole range of those
interrelated problems, in full regard of the legitimate
interests -and priorities of especially the less developed
countries of the world.

119. It is within this perspective that Indonesia is taking
part at this session. And it is for this reason also,. that
Indonesia -has all along supported Algeria's stand in posing
the problem of raw materials in general withiri the
comprehensive context of the problems of development, as
an approach towards solution coming most closely to
Indonesia's own.

120. It may appear quite obvious to all ofus now that the
question before this sixth special session ultimately boils
down to the common task of how to structure a new
international economic order which can guarantee stable
and equitable economic development to all States and thus
make possible the establishment of a just peace in the
world. I myself am acutely aware that we are at one of
those points in history where, in facing the extreme
complexity of problems before us, we are called upon to
opt for those -actions which, in the words of Secretary.
General Waldheim, may very well be "decisive in determin.
ing the quality and condition of mankind's future life on
this planet." /2207th meeting, para. 24.j.

121; The disconcerting fact, to begin with, is that for too
long we have allowed old problems and inequities to remain
unsolved. And while those persist, -new problems are thrust
upon us, even more far-reaching and frightening in scope
and implication.

122; The food crisis; already a stark reality in an increas
ing number of developing countries, threatens to become

a world-wide calamity due to the prospect of acute
food-grain shortages everywhere, coupled with the ever
present spectre of unchecked population growth. In many
developing countries, its impact is being severely felt, partly
because adverse weather conditions persist in some parts or
the world, such as in the Sahelian region, and partly
because prices continue to soar at a devastating rate. To the
more populous developing countries, there is the added
aggravating dimension of rapid population growth generat
ingan ever-increasing demand for more food.

123. TItis recurrent global scarcity of food underlines the
need for serious consideration of the creation of an
internationally agreed system of food stocks as a means to
ensure stable supplies at stable prices. It is to be hoped thal
the forthcoming World Food Conference will decide posi·
tively on such a system. At last year's General Assembly
session my delegation already sounded the warning that,
unless the international community accord this problem the
attention commensurate with the seriousness of its implica·
tions, the world may soon be faced by an unprecedented
challenge to its very peace and security. Above all else. the
food crisis indicates the' need for a more rational system of
global resources supply lest the real prospect of famine and
starvation may trigger new patterns of aggressiveness among
nations.

124: Other pressing problems which have plagued our
woaci economy-fi)r some yeais now are monetary instability
and global inflation, which have had a particularly adverse
effect on most of the developing countries. In a situation
where parities of leading world currencies have been
abandoned and where inflation has emerged as an inter·
national phenomenon, new elements of uncertainty have
been introduced into both the short-tenn and long-term
outlook for development and international trade.

125; As we all know, the Committee on Refonn of the
International Monetary System and Related Issues, en·
trusted with fashioning a new international monetary
system, will be ftnishing up its work in June of this year.
We are given to understand that the par value system
envisaged as the objective of a new monetary order does
not appear practicable to implement under the present
conditions of our world economy. Thus, interim measures
will be needed so as to ensure as much stability and order as
possible, by iSSUing guidelines on the floating of currencies
and on the mechanism for adjustment.

126; In this connexion, I should like to give expression to
Indonesia!s sincere expectation that in whatever interim
arrangement contemplated the interests of the developing
countries will continue to be duly taken into account.
While stricter rules may be necessary for countries with a
large impact on the international monetary situation, they
are, I believe, less needed for countries with small and
developing economies.

127. Efforts aimed at global monetary stability are vital
and Ulgent. Monetary stability, however, is not sufficient in
itself, since the monetary system in fact constitutes only
one of the factors influencing the exchange of goods and
services among nations. In this context, patterns of trade 
relationships have also to be reviewed, in order to facilitate
the expansion and liberalization of international trade as an



134. Preferential access to the markets of developed
countries has been considered essential as a mechanism to
facilitate the process of structural transformation from a
developing to a more developed economy. This scheme has
beenreg.a.rded as a break-through in international economic
relations and has been considered a first important step
towards the creation of a more fair and just world
economi.c order. I feel constrained to submit, however, that
not all developing countries, particularly those countries
whose export packllge still predominantly consists of
primary commodities, lire in a position to benefit equally
from Ulescheme,

138. It may be useful to recall that in 1970 it was already
projected th2t on the basis of the nte of world con
sumption, oH reserves would be depleted in 20 to 30 years.
This impeding scarcity may be further compounded by the
fact that oU at present occupies a preponderant role as an
essential input, both direct and indirect, for practically all
sectOIS of our modern world economic machinery. Even for
the most advanced industrialized countries it would take
several years before altemative energy resources could be
developed 00 an economical and remunerative basis.

139. Thus, while the present energy crisis is admittedly
the diroct result of the sharp increase in oil prices and
temporary restrictions on its supply. we have to recognize
that the c:rists is basically the consequence of a growing
imbalance between supply and demand. TItis problem has
been further aggravated by persistent uneconomical and
even wasteful uso of energy, especially in the industrially
advanced countries, due to very Iow prices in the past. For
quite a long time cheap oll has helped boost the rapid
industrial progress in the developed countries. Moreover,

136. Much as been said already about the one raw material
that now seems to be uppennost in everyone's mind,
namely petroleum and the related problems of the energy
crisis.

137. Let me reiterate, from the outset, that we are indeed
not being confronted by a new phenomenon nor by an
isolated incident, as this problem has emerged in the wake
of other ones.

135. Apart from Australia, the European Economic Com
munity was among the first to implement the scheme.
While expressang appreciation for such understanding, I
have to submit that a number of aspects of the scheme
could still be improved. Indonesia, together with the other
members of the Association of South-East Asian Nations,
has submitted a joint memorandum to the European
Conununity containing proposals for improving the scheme
as regards product coverage:, safeguards measures, and other
administrative measures, like rules of origin, etc.
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indispensable means to promote tile llV'.tiJability of capital remained limited to a relatively small number of com-
for economic development. modities. The limited coverage reflects, to some extent, the

prevailing view that commodity agreements were appro
priate measures only for emergency situations of temporary
imbalance between supply and demand. In striving to widen
the coverage of commodities it should always be stressed,
however, that in any new arrangement, price stabilization
should not lead to a return to previous low and unfair
levels.

128. The grave deficiencies of the world trading system
have become more and more apparent in recent years.
Although there has been a considerable expansion in world
trade, its benefits have not been equally distributed among
all countries. Developing countries have been faced with
uncertain markets for their primary products and with a
host of restrictions severely limiting their exports of
semi.manufactured and manufactured goods to developed
countries. Protectionist forces have grown stronger in
certain developed countries and this, combined with the
changes brought about by the growth of new tnding
Powers and new economic groupings, ha.s raised the danger
that the world might retreat from multilateral trading
relations and divide into rival economic blocs.

129. For moce than two decades. the developing countries
have been trying to find solutions to the p'l'oMem of
fluctuating commodity prices, which are affecting the
development process since the export of primary com
modities constitutes a most import.ant source of develop
ment fmancing. Practical measures to improve the position
of the primary-producing countries through proper pricing
policies and efforts to achieve wider access to markets have
so far been limited. In some tases. the competitive position
of some primary commodities has been further eroded by
the increase in the production of synthetic materWs and by
the release of stockpiles at inopportune times.

130. It is true that the prices of some primarycom
modities have recently shown sharp increases, but in fact,
for many products, including oil, Utis seemingly favourable
trend should be regarded only as a recO'ICry of commodity
prices from previousJy very low levels. It h1lS come about as
a result of an upswing in U1C business cycle of developed
countries, and also, unfortunately as a hedge against
inflation and weakening currencies. B·esides, it should be
borne in mind that the extent of the increase is somewhat
exaggerated, especially if prices a~ expressed in real tenns.

131. Persistent inflation in thc developed countries also
translates itself in substantial price increases of industrial
products purchased from developed countries, for con·
sumption as well as for development purposes. Price
inc.reases in some primary products, therefore, should be
weighed against the increascsin the import bills of the
developing countries, including substantial imports of
food-stuffs to which I referred earlier.

132. It should he further noted that the prices for other
important products, which for many developing countries
constitute main foreign exchange resources, suoh as tea and
jute, have remained at their low levels and nave not
Rignificant1y risen over the put ye.ars. In fact, the prices for
these commodities show indications of further deteriora
tion. Thus, what is needed is not just temporary or nominal
gains, but a more permanent trend towards structural
changes in international economic relations which wlll
ensure stability and balanced growth, beneficial to both
primary-producing and consuming countries_

133. Various endeavours to achicve price stabiUzation by
means of international commodity agreements have
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some countries have preferred to use this supply of
inexpensive energy from the developing countries rather
than their own relatively more expensive resources.

140; Another aspect, as already elucidated by several
eminent speakers before me, deserves our particular con
sideration. In the same period when oil prices were
constantly kept at unrealistically low levels, that is to say,
for the past 20 years between 1950 and 1970, industrial
goods have undergone steady and substantial price
increases, often quite unrelated to the cost of processing
primary products. [t was only after the oil-producing
countries succeeded in consolidating their joint resolve to
put an end to this anomaly and increased the price of oil
that the energy problem drew world-wide attention and
created a new awareness of the pervasive role of energy in
the economic growth of nations.

141. The appeal made by some industrialized countries to
lower the price of oil appears, therefore, as unwarranted as
it is unjust. In point of fact, the increase in the price of oil
was long overdue, Nor can it be expected that the
developing oil-producing countries will continue to sub.
sidize the industrialization of the advanced countries. It
may be further pointed out that if the adjustment of oil
prices had been allowed to proceed gradually over the past
20 years, as was, in any event, the case with most industrial
goods, price levels may well have turned out higher than
they actually are today-and perhaps they would have been
accepted with much less recrimination.

142. As far as Indonesia is concerned, we are indeed a net
oil·exporting country. In terms of total world exports,
however, Indonesia's share is a 2 per cent. On the other
hand, in terms of population, Indonesia with its 130 million
people, is the world's fifth most populous country. Our
import requirements are correspondingly' large and in
creasing. It is obvious, therefore, that any gains from oil
export earnings can be easily offset by higher prices of our
imports.

143. By way of illustration, in spite of steady increases in
our food production, in 1973 alone my Government had to
import rice and fertilizers amounting to almost $US 1,000
million. For the 1974/1975 budget year it is anticipated
that costs of imports of these vital commodities alone will
still range around this level.

144. Indonesia's oil production has now reached a level of
1.4 million barrels per day. I need to point out, however,
that, although we are an oil-producing country, present
domestic energy consumption is still very low. With an
estimated consumption of 26 million kilolitres of oil.
equivalent in 1973, which averages about 90 litres of oil per
capita annually, Indonesia is among the lowest energy.
consuming countries in Asia.

145, For some years to come, we shall probably still be
able to export our surplus oil and use the revenues for our
national development. Assuming, however, that oil remains
an essential element of our economy and taking into
account an estimated increase of energy consumption of 10
to 20 per cent and a population growth rate of 2.3 per cent
annually, our energy consumption in 25 years from now
will reach a level of 4 million barrels of oil~quivalent a day.

146. These simple figures and projections already indicate
the imperative need for us to continue to increase our
production and export of oil in order to be able to keep up
with the enormous and con tinually growing financing
requirements of our national development efforts. As a
sobering reminder of how far we still [lave to go, I may
inform you that Indonesia's annual per capita income at
present is still below $US 100.

147. In view of the growing demands on its energy
requirements for its economic and social development, and
realizing the fact that it is now using expensive energy,
Indonesia will endeavour to continue to increase its energy
production through intensification of oil exploration as
well as through the accelerated development of other
alternative energy resources, such as toal, thermal power
and so on.

148. Nevertheless, Indonesia realizes that oil-consuming
countries will most likely race deficits in their current
accounts owing to substantial increases in their import bi!l
for oil. On the whole, however, the major industrialized
countries are in a better position to offset this deficit by
the re-inflow of capital from some oil-producing countries
and by borrowing. For most developing countries, however,
this predicament is placing an unbearable burden on their
balances of payments.

149. A number of initiatives have already been taken to
alleviate this added burden for the 'd'e'veloping countries,
inter alia by the major oil-exporting countries, both
individually and collectively. In tIllS connexion Indonesia
welcomes the concrete proposals made by His Majesty the
Shahanshah of Iran outlining various measures to which a
firm offer of $US 1,000 million has already been pledged.
In my delegation's view, these initiatives merit our serious
attention and consideration.

150. In its wider ramifications, however, the energy crisis
underlines the structural deficiencies of our present inter
national economic and social system and points to the
urgent need for fundamental readjustments.

151. In this context, tendencies to decrease the flow of
official development assistance to developing countries,
currently still well below the target of the International
Development Strategy, must be firmly opposed, for it will
not do for us to substitute one problem for another, of
much wider and graver implications to the security and
stability of the world, by further endangering the already
tenuous dichotomy between rich and poor, between devel
oped and developing 'countries. In this connexion, I am
happy to note that, in general, the industrialized countries
remain aware of the necessity of extending and increasing
aid to continue to assist in meeting the real development
needs of the poor developing countries.

152. In conclusion, I believe that the time has come for
both the developed and the developing countries of the
world to discard the emotionalism that for so long has
tended to becIoud their approaches to one another. Many
of the developing countries of the third world have gone
through the phase of extreme nationalism and even
chauvinism in positioning themselves, politically and econo
mically, in relation to the industrially advanced nations.
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That period, I he/ievC', is coming tll an cnd. The new kind of
nationalism that is at present asserting itself in their
economic policies towards the developed world should be
seen as a much more mature expression of their legitimate
search for true illllependclll:e and national dignity.

153. On the other hand I the industrially advanced coun
tries must realize that the era of imperialist or nco-coin'
nialist relationships is dead and gone for ever; that policies
based on narrow national interest alone, wit h, at best.
minor accommodations to the desires and sensitivities of
the developing nations, have reached the limit of effec·
tiveness.

154. Both developed and developing c()untries must come
to realize that, together, they have to succeed in shaping a
new kind of partnership of mutual interest for mutua[
benefit, within the fabric of global interdependence.

155. It is clear that this process of fundamental readjust
ment cannot be undertaken by the application of stereo
type views or approaches and can only come about through
co-operation rather than confrontation. At the same time,
however, we shall have before us a unique opportunity not
only to start a new pattern of 111 u1tilateral and bilateral
co-operation between States but also to initiate a truly
world-wide effort to establish prosperity with justice for all.

156. As I see it, it is not any more a question of whether,
but of how, to seize this opportunity. The success of our
efforts, here in this hall and outside it, may thus become a
measure of the clarity of our vision and our ability to face
up to the new priorities of a rapidly changing world.

157. Mr. ASSOGBA (Dahomey) (interpretation from
French): The delegation of Dahomey associates itself with
the expression of condolences to the sister Republic of
Sierra Leone and pays tribute to the late Ismael Taylor
Kamara.

158. When speaking on 8 October 1973 before the
General Assem bly, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Dahomey, quoting the political charter which was solemnly
proclaimed by its Head of State, President Mathieu
Kerekou, and which waS adopted by the entire Dahomean
people on 30 November, declared:

liThe fundamental characteristic and the primary Source
of the backwardness of Our country is foreign domi
nation, The history of that domination is the history of
political oppression, economic exploitation and cultural
alienation and of the flourishing of interregional and
intertribal contradictions. But it is also the history of the
lengthy struggle of the militant people of our country
who, on 26 October 1972, marked a radical break with
the past and started a new policy of national indepen
dence the basis and purpose of which are its interests and
its personality."5

159, Thus, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Dahomey
was far from thinking that the self-evident truths, which
were the results of observations and thoughts on tangible
data representing the daily quota of problems which most
of the developing countries confront, would find their
justification and their integral development a few mon ths

5 Ibid., Twenty.eixhth Sessiol1, Plenary Meetings, 2144tll meeting.

later in \vh~11 tbe L'lJtir~ wmld h:ls callL'd the eW1l1 n1" thl'
year, namel~'. tile cnrJvening nC the sixth spedaI session ur
our Asscl11h Iy I"or the purpose ur discussing problems
relating to r;nv Jll;lteri~lls :Illd uevdn\lmcnt.

160. May I a.t this stuge express prolillHld gratitude. on
behalf of the l)Coplc and Government of Duhomey, to
President Bouari Boumetli&ne who, as President in Office of
the Group ()f Non-Aligned Countries, saw fit to draw the
attentioll of the world comlllunity to these questions and
to take the initiativl.' to request the convening of the
present session. Is it not true that these arc questions of
vital import:U1cc and that if we do not deal with them
rapidly so a~ to find just. reasonable and eqUitable solutions
they may on a long· or medium-term basi~ threaten
intemational peace and security'! But we know that such a
request would not have been granted if the Members of our
Organizatioll had not understood its importance and had
not responded with enthusiasm. This is why we are equally
grateful to the entire world community which, because of
its favourable and unanimous response to Algeria's initia
tive, has proved that it is still able to manifest solidarity
when faced with a real danger.

161. The questions before us may be summarized in these
words. How can the third world avoid a shameful economic
exploitation of its raw materials and become relatively
independent wllile safeguarding its interests and affirming
its personal it)'? The problem when put thus shows the
danger entailed in any hypocritical manoeuvres if they
would lead the international community to turn its back on
the real concerns for which we have met here in this hall
and if it were to content itself with expressing pious hopes
in inoperative resolutions. That is why. being loyal to the
principles which have gUided the actions of our dynamic
Government since it came into power, the delegation of
Dahomey proclaims that if we wish the entire world to
continue to beUeve in the effectiveness of our Organization,
if we wish the purposes llnd principles embodied in the
United Nations Charter to mean something, this session
must of necessity be a session of truth. We must turn our
back on pJL1losophicaJ, political and even regional barriers
the better to apprehend the question and resolve the real
problems Which made us decide to meet here in a special
session. By telling each other the truth we will of necessity
find the ways and means which will lead us in the quest for
eqUitable solutions which may serve our reciprocal interests
and assist ill affirming our pe~onality.

162. But before we tell each other the truth, we must
agree on a point of departure. that is to say, on a definition
which is acceptable for all the terms contained in the
agenda for this session. Hence the question of knowing
what is meant by "raw materials" and "development". It
would be appropriate if, to ·confine the problem, we were
to avoid the definitioll, which is acceptable but whose
selfish interest need not be proved, which consists in saying
that raw materials are those which are necessary for
industry. Such a definition would merely distort the spirit
and the letter of the questions which have been put by the
delegation 0 f Algeria. Thus, my delegation would prefer a
general meaning which would define raw materials as all
materials in U1eir original and natural state, which in order
to be consumed or used by man must necessarily be
processed. By "development" we should understand Ule
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setting into motion of mechanisms whose purpose is to legitimate interests of the developing countries, since these
ensure the growth and modernization of a country and a initiatives would never have come about despite the
people. pressure of the embargo and the steep rise in the prices on

the economy of most of the ''have not" countries.
Mr. Ghobash (United Arab Emirates), Vice-President,

took the elulir.

163. A rapid review of the vicissitudes which led the Head
of State of Algeria to have us meet here will suffice for our
Assembly to accept the premises that I have just stated.
First of all, there is the constant observation by the
countries of the third world that while they increase
production their resources decline. Such a situation, which
has so often been proclaimed by the developing countries
and which is called "deterioration in the terms of trade"
should years ago have aroused the conscience of the
consumer countries, which should fmd a formula to make it
possible to resolve this ill. Instead of this the third world
has witnessed the outrageous selfishness of the "have"
countries which, rather than taking action on world market
prices for commodities so as to ensure a just income
distribution, have developed to the detriment of the
developing countries. In so doing, did they think that this
intolerable and depressing situation for the third world
would last for ever and that the third world would continue
to remain impassive at the deterioration in prices despite the
increase in quantity and improvement in the quality of the
raw materials which they have placed on the world
market? Why, instead, did the "have" countries feel it their
duty to respond to the appeals launched by so many
authorized voices from the developing countries? Why did
they, instead, prefer to continue to buy raw materials at
ridiculous prices to feed their factories and later to sell
costly processed goods to us? These are some questions to
which there can be no reply except by noting the
selfIShness of the rich countries which seek exorbitant
profits. If the rich countries had not been too blinded by
the sweet taste of profits, we would not be here today,
because they would long ago have understood that such a
situation could not continue.

164. In effect, what had to happen did happen. The
countries producing certain raw materials became aware of
their strength and realized the preponderant role that their
products played in the industry of the major consumers. It
was therefore sufficient for them unilaterally to decide to
increase production prices of their raw materials for the
entire world economic system to be put to a hard test
and for cries to go up everywhere concerning the risk of
inflation. The galloping character of inflation led certain
leaders of rich countries to describe the new situation as
"intolerable"_

165. General panic and frenzy superseded peaceful, even
insolent, development in the ''have'' countries, because
their factories could no longer operate normally lacking
sufficient, cheap raw materials. The risks of a recession
contributed to expanding what has been called the "energy
crisis". Hence, different initiatives were undertaken to
attempt to eliminate the crisis or at least to lessen its
impact. Even though the convening of the Washington
Energy Conference and the appeal launched by France to
the world Organization to discuss the energy problem had
different objectives, my delegation has no illusions and is
convinced that these were not attempts to defend the

166. We, the countries of the third world, find that we are
more comfortable with the initiative taken by the Head of
State of Algeria, who, being aware of the sterility of the
confrontation between oil producing and oil consuming
countries that would inevitably have arisen as a result of the
initiatives that I have just mentioned, preferred to have an
international gathering concentrating on a more general
theme to fInd once and for all a just and eqUitable solution
to the constant deterioration in the terms of trade, which
has meant that the rich have become richer while the poor
slide down to destitution.

167. Nevertheless I think it is fitting to say here that the
delegation of Dahomey, in coming to this session, believes
that we must not be deluded, because we know that, while
there is unanimous agreement to discuss the question of
raw materials and development, each delegation has its own
idea of what it means by those terms and, accordingly,
what it wishes to discuss. We must therefore approach this
question realistically so as to find a solution that will take
into'account certain divergent interests. To be realistic is to
recognize that when we speak of raw materials a distinction
must be made between strategic raw materials and those
which are not strategic. To be realistic is to affirm also that
these two categories of raw materials do not play the same
role in the world economy and that the question must be
considered seriously on the basis of the fact that, by their
nature, the two types of raw materials do not have the same
impact on the world economy. If strategic raw materials are
of vital importance for the industry and development of the
rich countries, on the other hand non-strategic raw mate
rials cannot play the same role. If the absence of the former
can create a fever on the world market because the present
state of scientific research does not enable the consumer
countries to do without them because they have not yet
found substitutes or because substitutes would be too
costly, on the other hand the absence of non-strategic raw
materials, because of the substitutes which an advanced
study of strategic materials has made possible, cannot bring
about the same international awareness.

168. This realistic approach to the question leads us to say
that in truth one cannot place the two categories of raw
materials on a footing of equality. It would therefore be
mere illusion to seek to fmd a single solution for the two
categories, because the truth -is that - the countries
producing strategic raw materials can continue to use them
as redoubtable weapons so as to demand a just redistribu
tion of income, can compel the consumer countries whose
economic, political and social life depends on their will to
sell their primary products at desirable prices, and can
compel the developed countries to accp.pt what they have
unilaterally decided; on the other hand, countries pro
ducing non-strategic raw materials cannot use their pro·
ducts as a weapon to impose their will on the consumer
countries. Therefore this is no time to be blind and to
claim that there is solidarity in this field when each one in
his own mind knows that it is hollow. This is why Dahomey
believes that if we do not wish this session to conclude at
an impasse and if we do not wish to give the impression at

I
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the end that we have discussed these matters at length
without being able to say just what we did discuss and what
purpose we sought, then this special session must necessa
rily be one of dialogue, understanding and co-operation.

169. The position of Dahomey is not difficult to under
stand. My country is essentially an agricultural country
which, in the present stage of geological research, cannot
yet be classified in the category of those that can
unilaterally impose their will in the field of prices for raw
materials. Dahomey is convinced of the justness of the
cause which the third world intends to defend here. Like all
the other countries in its category, and perhaps even more
acutely than them, we have suffered the effects of the
energy crisis. However, this has not made us lose sight of
the fact that the only way for this session to reach concrete
solutions is to leave antagonisms and sterile confrontations
in the cloakroom, and to embark on a dialogue. This means
that if Dahomey agrees that the present session should not
discuss only the energy crisis, it also knows that a
discussion of the serious nature of the "big sister" of the
present crisis, namely, the deterioration of the tenns of
trade, cannot be held equitably unless the Members of this
Organization accept from the outset the rules of the game
and decide to carry out a serious dialogue that will be of
benefit to all. This means, fmally, that Dahomey cannot
subscribe to a solution that will seek to solve only the
present crisis while leaving aside the problem that it
considers to be vital, namely, wo rId marke t pri<:es for
agricultural products which, while they are not classified in
the category of strategic raw materials, nevertheless consti
tute the basis for the harmonious development ofa country
and a people.

170. My delegation knows that the question before us is a
vast one and that in so short a time our Organization will
not be able to consider it in all its aspects and implications.
That is why, if at the end of our work 11 trend emerges to
find an immediate and long-term solution to the burning
contemporary problem while defining and agreeing on the
fundamental principles which should in future guide the
work of the specialized organs which will deal with the
specific problems of agricultural products, Dahomey I in a
spirit of realism and conciliation, will not object. Indeed, at
the end of our work we must be able to congratulate
ourselves on having finally succeeded in defining the
intemational rules which will in future govern economic
rela~ons between the rich and the poor countries. Tltis
crying inequality, this international injustice, which in
creasingly widens the gap between the rich and the poor
countries, must disappear for ever. The time has come when
the rich must finally realize that it is not in their interest to
continue to amass wealth while the poor continue to
languish in poverty and destitution. This may be a pious
hope, but it nevertheless can be fulfUled on the condition
that our community accepts, in a surge of international
solidarity and justice, a substantial rise in the prices of all
raw materials so that those who produce most will earn
accordingly. This would promote a certain competition and
would make it possible to do away with the evil and
eliminate the distortions which are constantly created by
the deterioration in the terms of trade.

171. As will be observed, the delegation of Dahomey has
sought to avoid any demagogic Or inoperative formula. We

have above all wished to approach the problem before us in
a sense of realism and effectiveness. We are also aware,
however, that the purposes sought can be attained only if
we all jointly accept dialogue and co-operation in an
international impetus of solidarity for the well-being of the
entire world community. Thus Dahomey comes to this
special session with confidence, being convinced that no
one here would dare to accept to sign a record of final
failure and that, therefore, our work will be guided by
constant concern for justice and equity in the properly
understood meaning of the interests of each country so that
we might achieve tltis ideal of peace and justice without
which no developed or other country can permanently
guarantee its political and economic existence.

172. Mr. EFON (United Republic ofCameroon) (interpre
tation from French}: My delegation wishes frrst to associ
ate itself with the words of condolence which the Assembly
addressed to the delegation of Siena Leone on the untimely
death of Mr.lsmael Taylor-Kamara, whose dedication to
the cause of peace was well known throughout the
Organization.

173. It is a pleasant duty for me to address to the
President of the Assembly the wann ~ongratu1ationsof my
delegation for the renewed confidence piaced in him by all
delegations on his election as President of the present
special session of the General Assembly. How could it be
otherwise when we recall the courteous efficiency, coupled
with justice, impartiality and equity, with which he
presided over the work of the twenty-eighth session?

174. I am gratified to see that the States Members of the
Organization are thus, through him, honouring Ecuador a
Latin American country very close to Africa because of its
history, culture, geography and the fact that it too belongs
to the emerging world. In him I gree t a worthy and eminent
representative of a country with which the United Republic
of Cameroon enjoys relations of mutual respect.

175. His long and rich political experience and, above all,
his profound knowledge of men and States allow us to
foresee that the work of the present special session will
satisfy all the interests at play.

176. Naturally, our congratulations are also addressed to
the other members of the General Committee, who will
assist the President in the fulfilment of his delicate task.

177. On behalf of my Government, I should like to take
tltis opportunity to pay a particularly warm tribute to
Mr. Houari Boumediene, President of the Revolutionary
Council and of the Council of Ministers of the People's
Republic of Algeria, who, as President in Office of the
Group of Non-Aligned Countries, was wise enough to call
for the convening of the present special session.

178. By that felicitous initiative, Algeria has remained
faithful to its traditions of anti-coloniaIist and anti
imperialist struggle and is once again in the vanguard of the
difficult task wh.ich the third world is carrying out to
achieve its economic eman<:ipation. My delegation is con
vinced that the important statement which President
Boumedi~ne was good enough to address to this Assembly
will bea precious source of inspiration to all those who
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support the efforts of our Organization to establish a world
ofjustice , progress and freedom.

179. The importance of the subject that w.e are c,alled
upon to study is of such urgency. ~at th~ m~ernatlOnal
community must immediately mobilize all Its mtellectual
resources in order to fmd acceptable and lasting solutions
to the anguishing problems of raw materials and develop
ment which are confronting the world more acutely than
ever.

180. My delegation has very often mentioned from this
rostrum the omens of this dramatic situation which today
we undelstand in all its gravity and which has been
worsening dangerously over the years.p~~y bec~use of
the persistence of colonialist and racist reg~es whi~~, by
keeping millions of Africans in subhuman livmg conditions,
create an atmosphere of unacceptable frustration, and also
because of the imperialist aggressions and the strengthening
of tile structures of pillage and exploitation of the resources
of the third world, which constitute serious obstacles to the
peace and progress of peoples, as was made clear in the
Political Declaration of the Fourth Conference of Heads of
Stale or Government of Non-Aligned Countries in Algiers.6

181. The international community has,without conviction
or enthusiasm it is true, nevertheless tried to apply some
palIiatives to the evil of our century: under-development. In
this search for a solution our Organization had advocated
measures that had given rise to real hopes at the time; but
our populations were very quickly disillusioned after the
first couple of years of the Second United Nations
Development Decade, the fruits of which were far from
meeting the promise of the flowers.

182. The results of the first review of the progress
achieved in the implementation of the International Devel
opment Strategy for the Second Development Decade were
not such as to arouse optimism in anybody's mind. Those
who have preceded me in this debate have stressed that that
Strategy was still-bom because of the lack of resolute
support on the part of the wealthy Powers. My delegation
shares $Il conclusions of that analysis of the catastrophic
economic situation currently besetting our countries.

183. The third world does not hold out its hand for
charity; we seek justice. We want justice to replace the
present unjust economic system that makes us eternally
poorer while the rich countries become eternally wealthier.
But let no one see in our disenchantment a desire for
confronation.

184. Quite the. contrary: because of the common destiny,
and hence the interdependence, of nations and peoples, we
believe that this special session of the General Assembly
should be characterized by co-operation and justice.

185. But how much longer can we disguise our distress
and our indignation when the lives of millions of human
beings are tragically jeopardized by unjust economic ma
chinery?

6 See document A!9330 and Con.l, p. 3.

186. I come from a country the main export pr~du~ts of
which are agricultural, as is the c?se of the maJont>: of
developing countries. Our populatlOns are hard.wor~g,
but their efforts are counteracted by the l?w pnces
imposed on their products. The constant fluctuationS m the
prices of our agricultural products on, th~ world market do
not allow us to make any serious projections for the future
likely to hold out any hope of success for our development
programmes. Yet it is from our agricultural products that
we derive the basic resources that we need to fInance our
development projects.

187. The Head of State of the Camer0o.ns. El H8~j
Ahmadou Ahidjo, speaking at the inaugu~ation of a big
agricultural show ill one of our provinces In Mar.ch 1973.
strongly deplored the flagrant injustice that the third world
population is suffering in the sector of trade. Thus he stated
that:

".. .'in 1970-1971, Cameroon exported 104.700 tons
of cocoa and cocoa products, from which it deri~ed ~
income of 18,000 million CFA francs; while Ul

1971-1972 the export of 112,700 tons of the same
products returned only 16,000 million CFA francs, a net
loss of 2000 million CFA francs for a production that
was clearly greater than that of the preceding season".

188. That example gives proof, if more proof were
necessary, of the difficulties confronting the third worl~
countries when they export raw materiaJs to fmance thelf
own economic and social development. It is true that we
sometimes observe certain slight upward movements in the
prices of raw materials on the world mark~t. ~uch a
situation has prevailed since 1972. But such pnce nses are
not spontaneous: they are caused in particular by the
deficit between supply and demand, and by poor harvests
in the majority of producing countries. Moreover, these
increases in the prices of raw materials exported by the
under-developed countries are far less than the price rises in
raw materiaJs exported by the developed countries, which
resuits in an aggravation of the disparities between thiT.cl
world and developed countries. To put an end to thlS

situation the international community must evolve a new
system which will bring greater justice and equity to
international economic relations. Particularly with regard to
raw materials, which serve as the basic element of the
participation of third world countries ill internationaJ tmde.
this new system must lead to a revaluation of their prices
by the establishment of some sort of correlation between
the prices of raw materials and manufactured goods.

189. The achievement of such a target presupposes, first
of all, the existence of a political will to strengthen
international solidarity; but it also calls for the organization
of the markets of these raw materials, product by product,
as a first means of achieving agreement. These arrangements
should not only tend to stabilize prices but, over and above
all, should serve to encourage the efforts of the third world
countries by guaranteeing them remunerative prices. My
delegation is ready to make its contribution at any time to
the furthering of such initiatives. as advocated from this
rostrum by a number of speakers.

190. While our export income diminishes in irlverse
proportion to our efforts, we must, on the other hand, ray



ever more dearly for the manufactured goods that we
import from industriaJil.ed counWcs.

191. In such a cynically unjust situation you will easily
understand why the third world is justified in calling more
than ever for the setting lip of u new world economic order.
based on principles of justice and equity. in order to assure
the welfare of all mankind.

192. The achievement of such a new world-wide economk
system requires the lIrgent transfonnatioll of the unjust and
obsolete structures operating at prc'SCnt in the fields of
trade and intemational monetary arrangements, tu the sQ!e
profit of the wealthy countries.

193. The pre.sent situation. apart from the arrangements
among producers, requires that the developed countries
open their markets to our products by doing away with all
the protectionist barriers which unfortunately make it even
more difficult for us to meet their needs and thus result in a
decrease of exports by the under-developed countries.

194. We had pinned certain hopes on the 1972 In ler
national Cocoa Agreement. but. as you know, its implemen·
tation has been jeopardized because certain developed
countries. great consumers of that c()mmt)dity , have not
agreed to I"lltify that Agreement. However, we do hope that
at this present special session a recommendation will be
issued calling for corrective and concrete action in this
specific field.

195. Furthell11ore. the implementation of the system of
generalized preferences, non·restrictive in nature. w()uld
improve the position of our products and give them access
tu tile markets of the developed c()untries. But specific
account must be taken of the particular situations in the
developing countries, the ecunomies of which could be
upset by such a generalization. Non-tariff barriers must be
reviewed and. ultimately. perhaps eliminated altogether.

196. Likewise, a bet ter international division of labour
must be devised in order to allow the third world to
develop the capability for on·site processing of some of
their own raw materials. The developed world should give
us its assistance in this undertaking for the diversification of
our export products and should al$o allow the unhampered
access of our manufactured or semi-manufactured products
to their markets.

197. Recen t events that have taken place in the world
economy have clearly proved that in order to ensure the
continuous prosperity and welfare of the developed coun
tries,effective solutions must be found to the problems of
development confronting the third world. The international
community must bend every effort to reduce the gap that
so dangerously separates the industrialized countries from
the world of misery and want.

198. The constant deterioration of the terms of trade to
the detriment of the third world keeps our balance of
payments in a constant state of chronic defiCit, which is
being aggravated. Very Soon our own States will be forced
to take out new loans in order to pay for the old ones.
Under the circumstances it is e,asy to understand that the
rate growth of 6 per cen t set as the minim urn target for the

Second Development Decade for all the developing coun
tries can never be achieved. In many cases, furthennore, it
may scarcely reach 2 per cent, according to the projections
of the World Bank. In other words, the developing
countries are at present in a most invidious financial
situatiorl .10 far as: the future of their economies is
concerned.

199. The monetary crisis througll which we have been
living in the last few y(3.rs, and the unlimited inflation that
has taken pl.ace in the industrialized countries and has
spread to the rest of the world, have very profoundly
affected the interdependence of the international com
munity. The obsolete Bretton Woods monetary system has
sufficiently proved itself no longer able to confront the
problems of Ule developing world. Therefore, this Organiza
tion must design new and genuine principles that will allow
us to set up a new monetary order that will take into
account the development needs of the poor countries while
also laking into accoun t the monetary, trade and develop
mental problems indissolUbly attached thereto.

lOO. Healthy co-operation of a mutually advantageous
nature between the developed and the developing nations
should make it easy to establish this new monetary system,
the need for which is heyond dispute. Such a system should
in part be based upon special draWing rights that would be
given the role of international currency wlUle the problems
ofdevelopment and assistance were being coped with.

201. The necessary democratization of the IMF must lead
to an eqUitable increase ill counLerpart payments from the
third world and also assure the developing countries of a
just degree of participation in keeping with their impor
tance.

202. Apart from the proposals and suggestions r have
made concerning the stabilization of prices, just remunera
tion for raw materials, the adoption of a trade policy
favourable to the developing na tions and the democratiza·
tion of the IMF. my delegation considers that recent events
have created an exceptionally grave economic situation
calling (or immediate measures. In fact. a large number of
developing countries urgently need additional resources to
purchase their staples. to assure the investments foreseen
for the future and Co cope with tile intolerable weight of
their balance of payments. Effective reaction from the
international community cannot be long in coming. In this
regard my delegation b-elieves that the special programme of
solidarity proposed by President Boumediene to assist the
needy countries constitutes a serious effort to find a
solution to our problems and w~rranls active support from
all Members of the United Nations.

203. The creation of a new world economic system that
takes fully into acc.:ount the specific interests of the third
world presupposes constructive measUres being adopted
immediately and being accepted by all States if we wish to
avoid an unprecedented universal economic catastrophe by
the end of the present decade. It is therefore not accidental
that I mention that the international community must
assume its responsibilities in order to reduce the rapidly
growing disparity between the wealthy and the needy
nations. As that gap increases. so the differenc.e separating
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210. But their efforts are still not enough to meet our
difficulties, though they do represent an important step
towards the necessary and active international solidarity for
which we call most vehemently.

211. This special session is called upon to adopt decisions
that are crucial to the survival of our peoples, and it has
many responsibilities fully and concretely to assume. No
diversion, no procrastination can be allowed. Our Organiza
tion will be failing in its mission if it does not save
succeeding generations from the scourge of misery, if as of
this moment it does not create better conditions of justice
and equity within a new world economic order in which all
peoples of the world can aspire to welfare, progress and
peace.

212. The United Republic of Cameroon, which has always
placed man at the very centre of all Hs development efforts,
is resolutely commHted to contribute to the achievement of
such a new economic order in which international social
justice will become a reality honestly set up and sincerely
practised by all men.

the needy from the wealthy has become a huge powderkeg 209. Furthermore, to attenuate the effects of the rise in
that may well ignite the entire world. The international the price of petroleum on the economies of the developing
community must avoid such a danger, since that process countries, a number of oil-exporting countries showed a
could imperil peace and security on the planet. true will to co·operate and a high sense of solidarity wWch

has been manifested in a number of bilateral initiatives
within the Organization of African Unity and the League of
Arab States and, at the level of the Islamic countries, in
Lahore and in OPEC itself.

204. With regard to the oil crisis, which certain news
media maliciously and obstinately try to hold fully respon·
sible for the present economic crisis, I believe we should
recall that for a long time the great transnational companies
and cartels laid down the law as absolute masters of the
petroleum and petroleum·products market.

205. During that entire period, the producing countries
had nothing to say. They received their royalties or they
received payments, but the amount was very small, and it
was only raised a little when the cornpanies did not agree
ahead of time on the price to be imposed or when they
were fighting over the same production zone.

206. Since the moment when a few political leaders
decided to rebel against that injustice, they have met with
blind and deaf aggression from the companies.

207. Strengthened by their united action in the Organiza.
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries [OPEC}, and also
strong because they themselves were able to control their
own natural resources, the oil·producing countries decided
to exploit and export their own oil and to set their price
taking into account the monetary erosion and general
inflation from which the world was suffering and thus be
able to meet the development needs of their populations.

208. We are gratified at the victories chalked up by OPEC
in this field. We believe this to be a precious achievement,
an example and a source of hope. Even jf it leads to a
temporary upset of our economies, we are still happy.

Litho in United Nations, New York
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